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In-Fretta Pizza owner Ram Mehta is giving back to his community of Plano,
Texas, during the COVID-19 pandemic 
Mehta, 43, and his partner Hanif Islam, 36, are giving away enough food to feed
at least 1,500 people a week 
Their restaurant has seen a decrease of sales by as much as 80 per cent since
early March and they have dipped into their savings to help
Mehta tells DailyMail.com that in his Sikh religion, 'feeding the hungry is the best
thing you can do' 
In May 2019 comedian Jay Leno dropped by their restaurant after craving some
NY style pizza

By ALAN BUTTERFIELD FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 09:57 EDT, 1 April 2020 | UPDATED: 13:02 EDT, 1 April 2020

Charity begins at home is a proverb that Ram Mehta knows all too well having
observed his parents give to the less fortunate all his life while growing up in Delhi,
India.

Now the 43-year old part-owner of In-Fretta pizza in Plano, Texas is giving back to his
community during the COVID-19 pandemic and credits his late mother Lata Mehta
for his charitable actions.

Mehta and business partner Hanif Islam, 36, are giving away enough food once a
week to feed at least 1,500 people, even though their restaurant has seen a decrease
of sales by as much as 80 per cent  since early March.
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Mehta says in his Sikh religion 'feeding the hungry is the best thing you can do and I
made a promise to my mother before she died that I will always be charitable and
help out the less fortunate as I was taught as a child.'
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In-Fretta Pizza owner Ram Mehta is giving back to his community of Plano, Texas, during the
COVID-19 pandemic
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Mehta, 43, and his partner Hanif Islam, 36, are giving away enough food to feed at least 1,500
people a week

Their restaurant has see a decrease of sales by as much as 80 per cent since early March but
they continue to help the community

'The day we opened our doors in September 2018 we offered a free cheese pizza to a
family or two slices to individuals who couldn't afford to eat,' Mehta exclusively told
Dailymail.com. 'At that time, we were giving away about 100 pizzas a week for free.'
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The pizzeria offered a free cheese pizza to low
income families struggling during this time 

Now since the coronavirus has hit Texas as well, with people losing their jobs and
businesses closing they've decided to become more charitable by digging into their
savings to do so.

Islam said their restaurant used to bring
in about $125,000 a month in gross
sales, but now they are not bringing in
anywhere near that amount. 

'Our rent alone is $12,000 a month, we
have food costs, salaries, we are now
bringing in enough money to barely
scrape by and pay the bills.

'We've had to cut back on some of our
employees' hours and had to layoff a few
dishwashers, we are just trying to stay
a�loat like the next guy,' said Mehta.

'Despite what's going on in the world
every week we bake at least 400 cheese
pizzas other times we make pasta dishes
for them to be given to local shelters or
churches to feed the hungry,' said Hanif.

To make that many pizzas at such a time
is no small feat. It takes about four hours
to bake them all. They stay on a large area on top of the oven and in warming bags to
keep the baked pizzas warm. After the pizzas are done a local charity or shelter stops
by and picks them up and distributes them to the needy.
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Mehta says it costs about $5,000 a week out of their savings to make pizzas for the
1500 people, 'We'll do it as long as we can, we have saved some money for a rainy
day and our restaurants are bringing in just enough money to pay our employees
and keep the lights on.'

In May 2019 comedian Jay Leno dropped by their restaurant after craving some NY style pizza
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Leno drove all the way to In-Fretta from Dallas and loved the pizza, according to the pizzeria

Mehta tells DailyMail.com that in his Sikh religion, 'feeding the hungry is the best thing you can
do'
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stomach
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Islam said since President Trump has extended social distancing guidelines until
April 30, they don't know how much longer they can continue with donating food for
1,500 people each week. 'We'll do it as long as we can, as long as we have the
money, we'll do it.'

'Not only are our pizza's free they are great tasting, they are authentic NY style pizza,
best outside of NY,' added Mehta. 

According to In-Fretta's Facebook, in May 2019 comedian Jay Leno dropped by their
restaurant after craving some NY style pizza. 

Leno was in Dallas shooting and was missing authentic pizza so he was
recommended In-Fretta Parkwood by one of his producers. He drove all the way
there from Dallas and loved the pizza, according to the pizzeria. 

Metha who has lived in the Dallas areas since 2013 said he and his three other
business partners stand out in the Republican mostly white community, 'there is a
Sikh, Muslim, Christian and Hindu, I've learned to love Texas and especially Plano. I
now truly feel Texas is my home. The community made us, it's now time to give
back.'

Mark Wahlberg, 49,
shows off his ripped
physique as he goes
boating with wife Rhea
Durham, 42, after
celebrating 11th
wedding anniversary
Wahlberg celebrated
earlier this month

EXCLUSIVE  Actor Dan
Wyllie's wife hands
police images of the
injuries he allegedly
inflicted on her during a
row at their home - as
star is charged
 

Melissa McCarthy
indulges in some retail
therapy with lookalike
daughter Vivian, 13, in
Byron Bay ahead of
filming Nine Perfect
Strangers 
 

Finding Freedom
author Omid Scobie
says Meghan was the
victim of 'racist and
sexist tropes' in Britain
and blames monarchy
for Megxit storm
 

Kevin Hart looks to be
in tip-top shape honing
his boxing skills less
than a year after
horrifying car crash
The actor said he was
making 'slow progress'
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Machine Gun Kelly
rocks an oversized polo
top and carries his
leopard wallet in hand
as he grabs dinner at
Boa Steakhouse
Machine Gun Kelly
enjoyed a guys night

Mandy Moore makes
new music in the studio
as she documents
'recording in the age of
COVID'
Moore noted that she
wasn't wearing a mask as
she was away from others

Bachelorette alum
Mike Johnson blasts the
franchise for diversity
efforts: 'It's atrocious'
The Bachelor franchise
has been a whirlwind
recently

Jessica Alba and
Olivia Wilde join celebs
paying tribute to
Breonna Taylor and call
for justice 150 days
after her death
Taylor was killed by police
in her home in Louisville 

Molly Mesnick reveals
she agreed to be the
Bachelorette before
husband Jason pursued
her for a second time  
Her first relationship with
Bachelor Jason Mesnick
ended in heartbreak 

Kylie Jenner rings in
her 23rd birthday with
'best gift of all' daughter
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Stormi and poses in
satin corset dress
bejewelled with 'XXIII'
 

Michelle Pfeiffer
shows off her flawless
skin in swimsuit selfie
as she soaks up the sun
at LA home
Pfeiffer, 62, flashed a little
cleavage in the shot 

Amber Rose, boyfriend
A.E. and her mom
Dorothy sport matching
bleach blonde locks on
family lunch outing 
The model was seen
holding hands with her
son Sebastian 

Kathy Griffin jokingly
tweets 'it wasn't me'
after reported shooting
near the White House
during President
Trump's press
conference
 

Keke Palmer shares clip
from her failed 2005
Disney Channel pilot
featuring Vanessa
Hudgens
The former child stars
eventually reunited in
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2016 in Grease: Live

Christina Aguilera
oozes old Hollywood
glam as she shows off
her gorgeous curves in
white during day at the
pool
Aguilera previously took a
dip in the same look

Heidi Klum gives her
fellow America's Got
Talent judge Sofia
Vergara a lift on a golf
cart while maintaining
social distancing
 

Princes William and
Harry are trying to mend
'hurtful' rift and 'make
their way back to each
other but it will take
some time' Finding
Freedom author claims

'They love me out
there!' Cardi B
celebrates the success
of her new raunchy
single WAP with Megan
Thee Stallion in New
Zealand
 

Scout Willis grabs a
cold Matcha drink with
her adorable dog
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Grandma while out
and about in Los Feliz
Scout Willis stepped out
for a nice cold beverage
on a hot summer day

Heather Rae Young
sports a neon bikini on
beach date with fiancé
Tarek El Moussa... as
she dishes that couple
looked at rings just '3
months' into romance
 

Broadway star Danny
Burstein details caring
for his wife Rebecca
Luker who has ALS and
tested positive for
COVID-19 after him
Danny had opened up
about his COVID ordeal

Robin Williams'
daughter Zelda marks
the anniversary of his
death by stepping back
from social media: 'It's
hard for me'
She says the messages
were too triggering

Olivia Palermo serves
goddess vibes in flowy
red floral dress as she
takes dog Mr. Butler for
walk in Brooklyn during
break from quarantine
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 'As always, it's still all
about the details'

Sofia Richie shows on-
off beau Scott Disick
what he's missing as
she displays her figure
in a white bikini and
moon boots
'Scott and Sofia have
simmered down a little'

Megan Thee Stallion
keeps the WAP vibes
coming as she flaunts
her gorgeous curves
while twerking in pink
bikini from her merch
line
 

Stephen Colbert
confirms he's returning
to his Late Show office
in New York City for the
first time in FIVE
MONTHS on Monday
He's been filming
episodes from his home 

Christian Bale sports
shaggy facial hair as he
enjoys the ocean waves
in Malibu with his son
Joseph, 5, on twin body
boards
Christian Bale enjoyed
the ocean waves
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Vanessa Hudgens puts
on sizzling display in
nude string bikini as
she leads her squad in
Pussycat Dolls dance
She also posted a photo
looking particularly bored
in a chic white look

'See you in the grid!'
Jared Leto confirms
he'll star in a third Tron
movie and promises
fans something 'very
special' that he hopes
'you all will love'
 

Give me just a little
more time! Kylie
Minogue's new single
Say Something is
struggling on the charts
despite receiving rave
reviews from fans
 

Victoria's Secret
mogul Les Wexner may
be forced to explain his
ties to Jeffrey Epstein
as he's hit with
subpoena by lawyer,
Alan Dershowitz in
defamation case against
Virginia Giuffre
 

Kaia Gerber flaunts
her toned model figure
in a beige workout set
while grabbing an
herbal tea in LA
She has been enjoying
the sun in Los Angeles
while isolating
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Selling Sunset star
Chrishell Stause enjoys
fans SLAMMING ex
Justin Hartley after
'divorce text' bombshell
then asks them to stop
the 'bullying'

Lisa Rinna and Harry
Hamlin are spotted
enjoying a family outing
with daughters Amelia
Gray and Delilah Belle
in Malibu
They went on a masked
Monday outing 

Alessandra Ambrosio
is eye-catching in
patterned top and white
shorts as she enjoys al
fresco lunch in LA
The 39-year-old met up
with a female friend and
dined on the sidewalk

Morgan Stewart is
pregnant! E! host and
musician fiancé Jordan
McGraw are expecting a
baby girl after sharing
adorable gender reveal
video
 

Jamie Oliver's catch of
the day! From golden
parmesan bake to
prawn-stuffed salmon...
try these easy gourmet
twists to make fish
fabulous 
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Mama June Shannon
claims she's been sober
for six months along
with boyfriend Geno
Doak: 'It's probably the
most thing I'm proud of'
Mama June turned 41
Monday

Jason Sudeikis opens
up about how
fatherhood prepared
him to play an
inexperienced soccer
coach in Apple TV Plus'
Ted Lasso
 

Politically-themed
Black-ish episode that
was shelved in 2018
over 'creative
differences' will now
stream on Hulu in hopes
to 'inspire conversation'
 

Sheer daring!
Instagram star Tammy
Hembrow relaunches a
range of see-through
gym wear as part of her
activewear brand Saski
Collection
 

Nicole Scherzinger, 42,
showcases her svelte
physique in a black
high-rise bikini as she
poses on a hammock
during a romantic
getaway to St Lucia with
beau Thom Evans
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Ex-Dance Moms stars
JoJo Siwa and
Mackenzie Ziegler blast
'traumatizing' show - as
Nia Sioux brands coach
Abby Lee Miller 'biggest
bully in America'

Kylie Jenner, 23,
reveals she and sister
Kim Kardashian, 39,
lean on each other for
advice: 'We're more
powerful together when
we're a team'
 

Christine McGuinness
shows off her pert
derrière in form-fitting
grey leggings and
matching crop-top
Christine McGuiness
looked incredible as she
posed up a storm 

The Bachelor's
Vanessa Grimaldi gets
engaged to Canadian
businessman... three
years after split from
Nick Viall 
She's found the one for
her a lot closer to home

Eva Longoria flaunts
her bikini body in a tiny
peach swimsuit as she
ecstatically 'jumps into
Monday'
She could be seen
leaping for joy in front of
the crystal-clear ocean
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RHOC alum Tamra
Judge is 'excited' to
return to real estate
after putting her
'passion' on hold for 12
years to film the hit
reality show
 

Danica Patrick calls
out troll for ridiculing
her split from Aaron
Rodgers: 'What
someone says to us has
a lot more to do with
their own wounds'

Adria Arjona will star
alongside Diego Luna in
the forthcoming Star
Wars spinoff series
based on Rogue One for
Disney+
The series is based on
Cassian Andor

'Taking his seat!' Kelly
Clarkson announces
she'll be filling in for
Simon Cowell on AGT
live shows as mogul
recovers from back
surgery
 

'Guiding principle':
Teen Mom 2 star Kailyn
Lowry reveals she has
named baby number
four Creed
It's the fourth child for the
reality show star

'Sorry to say!' Angela
Griffin reveals Netflix
show White Lines has
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been AXED after just
one series
The actress, 44,
played sex-party
organizer Anna 

Chris Pratt and
Katherine
Schwarzenegger
officially announce the
birth of daughter Lyla
Maria

'They see their future
there': Dua Lipa 'moves
to Los Angeles from
London to be closer to
her boyfriend Anwar
Hadid'
Dua Lipa has traveled
across the pond 

Molly Sims rocks
white one-piece
swimsuit on the beach
and cruises around
Montauk with her family
The stunner and her
husband celebrate their
anniversary on Sept 24

Angelina Jolie wants
judge in divorce case
disqualified... as she
claims they failed to
disclose a 'business
relationship' with one of
Brad Pitt's attorneys
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Gordon Ramsay
enjoys a day at the
beach in Cornwall with
wife Tana and son
Oscar, 16 months... after
angering locals for
spending lockdown at
his second home
 

Zac Efron is set to lead
the Disney+ remake of
Three Men And A Baby
The High School Musical
hunk, 32, is the first actor
attached to the
reimagining of the 1987
favorite

Saved By The Bell
reboot's latest teaser
promises Mario Lopez,
Kardashian gags and a
very, very excited
Elizabeth Berkley

D. L. Hughley accuses
Kanye West of being
'conveniently mentally
ill'... as he questions
how the troubled rapper
can still run his billion-
dollar Yeezy empire

Family of Tiger King
star Carole Baskin's ex-
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husband files lawsuit
to make her finally
speak about his strange
disappearance 23 years
ago

Justin Hartley makes it
Instagram official with
new girlfriend Sofia
Pernas... after he is
SLAMMED for ex
Chrishell Stause's
'divorce text' bombshell
 

Drew Barrymore, 45, is
unrecognizable with a
Korean face mask on
that pulls her lips out:
'A professional level
treatment at home'

Charlotte McKinney
looks effortlessly
elegant in a little black
dress as she steps out
in LA
Charlotte McKinney look
sleek in a slim black dress
as she stepped out in LA.

Faith Hill shows off
newly-dyed pink hairdo
matching daughter
Gracie as she continues
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to quarantine with
husband Tim McGraw
She displayed a new pink
mane 

Pregnant Katy Perry
carries pepper spray in
her CLEAVAGE as she
risks $250 fine by
parking in a disabled
spot while out shopping
by herself in LA

Olivia Munn shows off
her incredible curves in
racy polka-dot bikini as
she shares Instagram
snaps from her lakeside
retreat

Kaitlyn Bristowe
flaunts her impressive
body transformation as
she preps for DWTS:
'My body at 35 feels
strong'
She opened up about
focusing on her health

Tracy Morgan's
estranged wife Megan
Wollover wants 'sole
custody of their
daughter' Maven, seven,
while he is asking for
'joint custody'
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Cara Delevingne is
every inch the proud
friend as she posts a
collection of sweet
snaps with close pal
and actress Margaret
Qualley

Viola Davis shares
image of her head on 
Kylie Jenner's body in
WAP music video... and
Cardi B fangirls over
her

Boris Becker's ex Lilly
parties with friends at a
beach club in Sardinia...
after furious outburst at
his new girlfriend over
her son Amadeus 
The model, 44, looked
effortlessly stylish

Saturday Night Live
veteran Will Forte, 50, is
bringing back his
MacGruber character
for a new series for
Peacock

Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West are
'happier' and 'in a great
place' after private talks
in Dominican Republic
'Kim and Kanye are
getting along,' a source
told People

Queen Letizia of Spain
looks chic in a red
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dress and espadrilles
as she enjoys family
break holiday amid
scandal surrounding
King Juan Carlos

Prince Harry reveals
he and Meghan have
'spoken to a number of
CEOs' of companies to
urge them to 'put
principles over profit' in
virtual interview

Here's to 56! Hoda
Kotb celebrates her
birthday at home with
her daughters - and
family and friends on
Zoom - before giving
fiance Joel a buzz cut

Cristiano Ronaldo
displays his chiseled
abs on yacht while
girlfriend Georgina
Rodriguez puts on a
busty display during
Italian break

Zoe Kravitz wears a
vintage Bob Marley T-
shirt on a coffee run in
NYC... after slamming
Hulu's lack of diversity
when they
canceled High Fidelity
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Harry Styles steals ex-
girlfriend Taylor Swift's
top spot on the
Billboard Hot 100 as he
scores his first number
one single with hit
Watermelon Sugar

Janelle Monae looks
like a masterpiece as
she dons next-to-
nothing while recreating
the famous painting The
Birth Of Venus 

Fire rips through
Rachael Ray's upstate
New York home:
Celebrity chef reveals
she escaped with her
husband before blaze
ravaged mansion
 

Kylie Jenner is 23! The
makeup mogul gets
warm birthday wishes
from her family: 'You
have the biggest heart'
Kris Jenner was the first
to say Happy Birthday t

Derek Hough wears a
'kindness pass it on'
cap as he picks up
'fonuts' with girlfriend
Hayley Erbert at a
farmers' market in Los
Angeles

Ashlee Simpson cradles
growing baby bump in
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black midi dress while
out in LA with eldest
son and husband Evan
Ross

Prince Andrew and
Harry and Meghan's
social media accounts
are removed from the
royal family's website
after they stepped back
from official duties

Simon Cowell was
testing out his new
$21,500 'fastest bike on
earth' when he broke
his back doing an
accidental wheelie

Cardi B passionately
defends Kylie Jenner's
cameo in her WAP
music video in a series
of since deleted tweets
Cardi B, 27, took to
Twitter to defend her 

Heavy metal producer
Martin Birch dies aged
71: Tributes are paid to
man behind albums by
bands including Iron
Maiden, Black Sabbath
and Whitesnake 
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Shia LaBeouf enjoys
his daily jog after his
new movie The Tax
Collector opens to
scathing reviews but big
box office numbers

Harvey Weinstein
pleads with prosecutors
NOT to extradite him
from New York to LA for
upcoming sex crimes
trial as he fears he may
contract COVID-19

Finding Freedom
author Omid Scobie
says racism and
'ignorance' within UK
royals 'did play a role' in
Megxit as he dishes to
Good Morning America

Hilary Swank blasts off
to space in the first
official trailer for
Netflix's new drama
series Away
Two-and-a-half minute
teaser

Former London home
of the Onassis family
where Jackie and her
sister attended lavish
parties is bought by a
Saudi millionaire for
more than $24 million

Christie Brinkley, 66,
looks like a bombshell
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as she hits the beach
in sexy black one piece 
She's been covering
magazines since the 70s

Antonio Banderas
tests positive for
coronavirus in Malaga
on his 60th birthday just
days after celebrating
his girlfriend turning 39

Gwyneth Paltrow, 47,
is joined by mother
Blythe Danner, 77, and
daughter Apple Martin,
16, to model her new
Goop dress designs  

Sylvester Stallone
puts his opulent
stretched Cadillac
Escalade with a 43-inch
smart TV up for sale for
$350K

Joanna and Chip
Gaines looking for new
home renovation
projects in Waco for
Fixer Upper reboot on
their new Magnolia
Network

Katherine
Schwarzenegger
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welcomes her first
child with husband
Chris Pratt as confirmed
by her brother Patrick:
'They're doing great'
 

Is this her raunchiest
photo yet? Model
Sahara Ray stuns as
she flaunts her
sensational figure
completely NUDE

EXCLUSIVE  Poldark
star Aidan Turner looks
smitten with actress
girlfriend Caitlin
FitzGerald as the couple
enjoy a romantic
alfresco dinner in Rome

Victoria Beckham
shares romantic sunset
snap of son Brooklyn
and fiancé Nicola Peltz
amid speculation they
have secretly married

Arnold Schwarzenegger
looks like quite the
proud grandpa as he
rides his motorcycle
around town after
welcoming his first
grandchild
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Gia Giudice enjoys
Beverly Hills dinner
date with beau Christian
Carmichael... as her
mother Teresa flaunts
bikini body

She partied with
Jagger and posed
topless for Warhol - but
now just loves a soak in
the bath! Cornelia Guest
recalls her riotous
socialite youth
 

Jason Derulo knocks
Will Smith's front teeth
out with golf club during
lesson gone wrong...
but it all was a hilarious
TikTok prank
 

Meghan Markle guided
Prince Harry on his
public 'journey to
wokeness', authors of
the couple's biography
Finding Freedom claim

EXCLUSIVE  Demi
Rose proudly displays
her voluptuous curves
in a delightfully bright
bikini as she poses for
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sultry shoot during Ibiza
getaway

Lea Michele puts her
growing baby bump on
display in blouse and
leggings as she takes
walk with husband
Zandy Reich in LA

Princess Anne's
roaring 20s! Royal
family shares milestone
moments including her
Olympic appearance
and first wedding as it
celebrates a 'decade a
day' ahead of her 70th

'My teenage crush has
aged like a fine wine!'
Mark Philippoussis
makes a return to the
spotlight on The
Masked Singer Australia

Emily Ratajkowski
shows off her svelte
beach body in a skimpy
string bikini while
playing football with her
husband Sebastian
Bear-McClard
 

Sylvester Stallone's
daughter Sistine, 22,
channels Baywatch
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vibes in a plunging red
swimsuit as she enjoys
family beach day
in Malibu 
 

Jeremy Meeks looks
cosy with his new flame
Jessica Rich as he
walks arm in arm with
the fashion designer on
their date night
Hot Felon

Pregnant Katy Perry
screams as fiancé
Orlando Bloom sneaks
up and scares her
during Instagram
livestream
The 

Rambo gets a beer
belly! Sylvester
Stallone, 74, displays a
fuller physique as he
enjoys a family beach
day in Malibu

Nicola Peltz faces
MORE speculation she
has secretly married
fiancé Brooklyn as a
friend calls her 'Mrs
Beckham' on Instagram
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Halle Berry proves
she's still a Bond
beauty as she channels
Die Another Day's Jinx
in orange bikini
The 53-year-old star
posted a photo

'You make us so
proud': Emma Bunton
wishes her son Beau a
happy 13th birthday as
she calls him 'the most
special human being'

Brielle Biermann
showcases her curves
in a blue bikini from her
mother Kim Zolciak-
Biermann's Salty K label
Brielle lounged on the
beach

Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West land in
Miami after their 'make
or break' vacation in the
Dominican Republic
They were seen exiting a
private jet in Miami

Chrissy Teigen leaves
little to the imagination
as she poses topless in
a mirror... after having
breast implants
removed

Meghan Markle calls
and thanks fan who
started campaign in the
Duchess' name that
raised more than
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$80,000 to educate
girls in rural Africa
 

WWE legend James
'Kamala' Harris is hailed
by peers after his death
at 70: 'A giant of a
gentleman'
The ring star had severe
health problems

Rob Kardashian's new
flame Aileen Gisselle
puts on a busty display
in LA... just days after
their first date
The Instagram model left
little to the imagination

Justin Bieber and wife
Hailey kiss and slow
dance... as she admits
they 'didn't make any
babies' this summer
The couple tenderly
embraced one another 

Emilia Clarke looks
chic in shorts as she
enjoys a boat ride with
her pals during idyllic
holiday in Positano
She's currently enjoying a
trip to Italy

Alessandra Ambrosio
teases her taut bod and
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professes her love for
the Beach Boys in retro
bikini look as she plays
beach volleyball in
Malibu
 

Blac Chyna shows off
her toned and tattooed
abs in white crop top
and leggings at the gas
station in LA
Chyna showed off her
incredible abs

Amanda Kloots admits
picking up late husband
Nick Cordero's ashes
was 'beyond surreal' as
she opens up about the
'really hard' weeks since
his death
 

Kate and Wills as
you've NEVER seen
them before! FEMAIL
tries out viral face swap
app on some of the
world's most famous
people
 

Bella Hadid shows off
her incredible abs as
she goes braless in
cropped t-shirt in
backstage Instagram
snaps from NYC
photoshoot
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Joe Jonas shares first
photograph with wife
Sophie Turner following
the birth of their
daughter Willa
The new dad posted a
snap of them

Shia LaBeouf
reportedly eyed to play
Moon Knight in Marvel
Studios' new X-Men
reboot
 

Boris Becker's ex Lilly
shows off her body in a
plunging swimsuit in
Sardinia... just days
after furious outburst at
his new girlfriend over
her son

'We miss our boss!'
Sofia Vergara shares
photo of America's Got
Talent set with an empty
seat for Simon Cowell
as he recovers after
breaking his back
 

Melissa McCarthy
shows off her 'koala
lover' hat as she picks
up local souvenirs with
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her family in Byron
Bay

Outraged Gordon
Ramsay blasts TikTok
user's 'low carb
sandwich' on a PEPPER
in his latest round of
scathing criticism of
home chefs
 

Celine Dion, 52, flaunts
her tanned and toned
legs in extraordinary
futuristic bodysuit: 'Live
life by the golden rule'
The 52-year-old fashion
chameleon stunned

Gerard Butler cuts a
casual figure as he
enjoys afternoon bike
ride around scenic
Malibu
Gerard broke out of his
COVID-19 quarantine

Jennifer Lopez flashes
skin in low-cut crop top
as she heads out in
NYC wearing protective
glasses and face mask
Her hair was pulled back
into a sleek bun
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Sarah Ferguson calls
Princess Beatrice 'a
natural angel of
kindness and goodness'
as she shares a portrait
commissioned to mark
her daughter's 32nd
 

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley giggles as she
and Jason Statham take
son Jack, 2, for a family
day at Malibu beach
The supermodel enjoyed
some family fun 

Ariana Grande gets
back to nature with
beau Dalton Gomez and
pals as she posts
photos from their recent
trip to Utah

Gwyneth Paltrow
confesses it was a
'wonderful surprise' to
find love again with
husband Brad Falchuk
following her divorce
from Chris Martin
 

Kaley Cuoco cools
down with a smoothie
after going horse riding
in LA's Griffith Park
Big Bang Star relaxed in
Los Angeles with a
smoothie

Hailey Bieber, 23,
flaunts her toned
stomach in a racy white
top from an Australian
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fashion label - and you
can get your hands on it
for just $55
 

'He was in shock and
pain': Simon Cowell was
outside with son Eric,
six, and stepson Adam,
14, when he fell off his
electric bike and broke
his back
 

Sofia Richie dons a
cozy tan sweatsuit after
a fun-filled beach day
with friends in Malibu
She paired her laid-back
ensemble with thick white
socks 

Joshua Jackson and
wife Jodie Turner-Smith
put their passion on
display and share
kisses during grocery
run with their daughter
 

Melissa George, 44,
displays her toned
frame in white string
bikini as radiant star
goes make-up free on
the beach in St Barts
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Ashley Benson rocks
t-shirt dress as she and
boyfriend G-Eazy stop
by LA supermarket in
rapper's black Ferrari
The two were first seen
together in May

Big Brother: Cody
makes his first two
nominations as Head of
Household as two more
contestants seek refuge
from elimination in the
Safety Suite
 

Ben Hardy and Olivia
Cooke 'split up during
lockdown after their
budding romance
fizzled out'
The British stars called it
quits  

Queen star Brian May
pays tribute to
firefighters after his
house and recording
studio were nearly
destroyed by blaze

Demi Rose puts on a
VERY busty display in a
deeply plunging lace
body as she poses in
her villa in Ibiza

Melissa McCarthy
enjoys lunch in Byron
Bay with her husband
Ben Falcone and
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lookalike daughters
Vivian, 13, and
Georgette, 10
 

Pregnant Stassi
Schroeder reveals she
has swollen feet as she
shares stylish baby
bump selfie: '93% of my
shoes don't fit'
 

Liam Hemsworth and
model girlfriend
Gabriella Brooks are
spotted out shopping
together in Byron Bay
with their newly adopted
pooch
 

We are family! Actress
Rose Byrne and partner
Bobby Cannavale
cuddle up to their sons
Rocco, four, and Rafa,
two, while out for a
stroll in Byron Bay
 

Rita Ora flashes
sideboob in a plunging
white dress for radiant
snaps as she continues
to enjoy her relaxing
Ibiza getaway
Striking 
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Simon Cowell 'could
have been PARALYZED'
when he fell from his
electric bike... as star
recovers from six-hour
surgery on his broken
back

Selena Gomez
reunites with her
Wizards of Waverly
Place co-star David
Henrie in charming new
video

Marvel star Carrie
Coon who plays
Proxima Midnight
reveals unexpected plot
twist that was supposed
to happen in Infinity War
She has a coveted role

The Ellen DeGeneres
Show faces the AXE in
Australia: Channel Nine
confirms it 'isn't
contracted for the new
season' as the network
awaits findings probe
 

Bradley Cooper keeps
it casual in shorts and a
striped T-shirt as he
visits a friend in Santa
Monica
Bradley donned a pair of
gray shorts

Courteney Cox puts on
an impressive display
on the billiards table
amid COVID-19
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quarantine... to the
amusement of some of
her celebrity friends
 

Madison Beer shows
off sporty style in green
and white ensemble as
she steps out to lunch
in Beverly Hills

Dua Lipa wows in a
peach shorts suit as
she dotes on precious
pooch Dexter in playful
snapshots... after
rescuing the puppy with
beau Anwar Hadid
 

Kaia Gerber dons a
grey crop top and high
waisted jeans as she
stops by her family's
restaurant Cafe Habana
in Malibu

Heather Morris shares
a tearful video reflecting
on the loss of her Glee
co-star Naya Rivera:
'You are not alone'
In shock over loss of
former co-star

Katie Holmes wears
floral face mask for NYC
stroll... after doing the
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splits for
#2020challenge
The 41-year-old took a
two-hour solo stroll

Fresh-faced Minnie
Driver, 50, showcases
her toned physique in a
vintage style bikini
during beach day in
Malibu with
fiancé Addison O'Dea
 

Olivia Munn puts on a
leggy display in Daisy
Dukes as she pretends
to hitchhike at roadside
veggie stand... after
splitting with boyfriend
Tucker Roberts
 

Rita Ora displays her
incredible figure in a
blue bikini and
matching face mask as
she soaks up the sun
during her idyllic Ibiza
holiday
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DON'T MISS
Sir Paul McCartney

'had his shoelaces tied
by an aide before his
2004 Glastonbury set...
but Will.I.Am explains it
was because the rocker
had a bad back'
 

Vanessa Hudgens
flaunts her killer
physique in a leopard
one piece as she
dances to TLC in the
rain...in video taken in
Turks and Caicos
 

Jennifer Lopez dons
vibrant tie-dye
ensemble by Ralph
Lauren while stepping
out in NYC
The beauty's full outfit
was splashed with color

Sara Sampaio soaks in
the sun and lovely
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scenery in a red bikini
during holiday trek back
in her home country of
Portugal

The Bachelor's Matt
James keeps fit with
bike ride in Florida as
he waits to start filming
season 25 of reality
show

Mary-Kate Olsen rocks
black ripped jeans and
perks up with a coffee
while watching
equestrians in the
Hamptons

EXCLUSIVE  David
Beckham, 45, tops up
tan in Versace swim
shorts as he enjoys
beach day with sons
Brooklyn, Romeo and
Cruz in Greece
 

Sharon Stone says
she has cheated death
three times after being
struck by lightning,
throttled by a
clothesline and
suffering a stroke
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Brody Jenner shows
off his skills on electric
hydrofoil surfboard as
he takes to the waves in
Malibu
The 36-year-old was out
on the water once again

Vanessa Hudgens
flaunts her toned tummy
in a cropped silk blouse
and a black maxi skirt
as she grabs dinner
with pals at Nobu in
Malibu
 

Liz Hurley's son
Damian is spotted
giggling with a gal pal
as he wears $750
mermaid-pattern jeans

Kanye's nomination
papers are challenged
in Wisconsin as Dems
say he used bogus
signatures including
'Mickey Mouse' and
'Bernie Sanders'
 

Simon Cowell will be
'back on feet in three
weeks': Music mogul's
lifestyle overhaul and
weight loss mean he
can recover fast from e-
bike fall
 

Demi Lovato says she's
'falling more and more
in love' with fiance Max
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Ehrich in gushing post
marking their 5-month
anniversary
 

Bella Thorne flaunts
her toned midriff in an
unbuttoned pink
cardigan as she steps
out for dinner with her
sister and friends in
Malibu 
 

Brooklyn Beckham
'will hold three
engagement parties
because Victoria fears
her liberal friends will
clash with guest Donald
Trump' 
 

Ashton Kutcher covers
his face with a bandana
as he picks up some
lunch in Sherman Oaks
Ashton covered up in
baggy but comfortable
clothing

'She can't get enough
of me': Piers Morgan
shares sweet snap as
he goes out for dinner
with Joan Collins during
holiday in St Tropez
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Sofia Richie shows off
her incredible abs as
she strips down to a
skimpy bikini top for
drinks with friends on
the beach in Malibu
 

Logan Paul is joined
by girlfriend Josie
Canseco as he films a
new video for his
YouTube channel in Los
Angeles

Melissa McCarthy
brings a bit of movie
magic to Byron Bay,
Australia as she
prepares to film TV
series Nine Perfect
Strangers
 

Rose Byrne enjoys the
local Byron Bay scene
with husband Bobby
Cannavale before he
begins filming for Nicole
Kidman's new TV series
Nine Perfect Strangers
 

'My muse': Brooklyn
Beckham shares a
stream of artsy pictures
of his fiancée Nicola
Peltz following
speculation they have
already married
 

Kelly Osbourne 'pulls
an Adele' and stuns in
taxi selfie showing off
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her dramatic weight
loss in fierce red
onesie 

Harry's childhood
friend 'had doubts'
about Meghan and
warned the prince to
slow things down with
her, new book claims 

Joshua Jackson grabs
takeaway for family as
Jodie Turner-Smith feels
'drained' by sound of
couple's baby daughter
Janie, three months,
crying
 

Christina Aguilera
looks ultra glam as she
dons see-through dress
in her pool... and admits
Cardi B's new track
WAP has her 'feelin
some type of way'
 

'Can't wait to share
this with you all': Netflix
star Dacre Montgomery
reveals the artwork to
his forthcoming book of
poetry... and when it will
be released 
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The Queen, 94, heads
out for a bracing walk
as she is seen for the
first time since heading
to Balmoral Estate at
Glen Muick
 

Azealia Banks alarms
fans with disturbing
audio message about
plans to 'euthanize'
herself after finishing
her upcoming music
 

Cristiano Ronaldo
sunbathes shirtless as
he relaxes with
girlfriend Georgina
Rodriguez and watches
his children play on his
yacht in Italy
 

Spain's scandal-hit
former king Juan
Carlos, 82, 'was
banished from the
country by his son King
Felipe VI over alleged
corruption
 

EXCLUSIVE  Emilia
Clarke showcases her
legs in tiny denim
hotpants while covering
up with a face mask as
she enjoys lunch with
her pals in Italy
 

Lily Allen showcases
her enviable figure as
she plays with her
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phone in her opulent
bathroom
The singer, 35, showed
off her enviable figure

Miguel kisses wife
Nazanin Mandi as they
show off summer
bodies cuddling up and
dancing in swimsuits
They showed off their
sensational bodies

'One of the most
atrocious viewing
experiences of the
year': Critics savage
Shia LaBeouf's
gangland crime thriller
The Tax Collector

James Charles goes
casual in black as he
meets friends for coffee
and brunch in LA... after
issuing apology to
Alicia Keys
 

Reese Witherspoon
puts on a summer chic
display in pink floral
sundress as she blows
bubbles with son
Tennessee
The Cruel Intentions star 
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Brooklyn
Beckham's fiancée
Nicola Peltz flashes her
huge $450K ring... as
couple spark
speculation they have
married in secret
 

Teddi Mellencamp
wears a Gucci fanny
pack as she embarks on
a hike with son Cruz
and daughter Slate in
Studio City
 

Kylie Jenner accused
of being a 'culture
stealing colonizer' for
her leopard-print-clad
cameo in Cardi B and
Megan Thee Stallion's
'Hall of Fame filth' video
 

Congratulations, Miss!
Princess Charlotte's
teacher marries her
godfather with just their
parents and siblings
present - after scaling
down nuptials
 

Erin McNaught shows
off her natural beauty
while running errands
ahead of filming new
military-style reality
show SAS: Who Dares
Wins
 

Moss the model mom!
Kate and her daughter
Lila, 17, share a tender
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vacation moment as
they laugh over images
and enjoy a jetski ride
together
 

Bella Thorne sets
pulses racing in a Dior
bikini as she romps
around the beach with
boyfriend Benjamin
Mascolo in Cabo San
Lucas
 

Joseph Baena mirrors
his famous dad Arnold
Schwarzenegger and
rips through a
weightlifting set and
flexes his muscles for
the camera

Jack Osbourne and
girlfriend Aree Gearhart
bump into a friend while
out doing some
shopping in LA
 

Kelly Osbourne and a
male friend are seen
exiting eatery Joan's on
Third in Los Angeles...
after posting stunning
selfie showing
remarkable weight loss
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Awkwafina wears a
mask as she enjoys a
stroll in Sydney before
filming resumes on
Marvel's Shang-Chi and
the Legend of the Ten
Rings

Gerard Butler masks
up in casual look as he
grabs lunch with friends
at Soho House in Malibu
during break from
quarantine

Cardi B gushes over
Normani's sweet moves
in behind-the-scenes
footage from racy WAP
music video
 

Gabrielle Union flaunts
summer body in sky
blue bikini as she
shows her 'Soul Glow'
for relaunched Flawless
By GU hair care brand
 

All aboard! Tiffany
Trump, Donald Trump Jr
and Kimberly Guilfoyle
attend a Montauk boat
party ahead of the
president's fundraising
trip to the Hamptons
 

Conor McGregor
announces engagement
to long-term partner and
mother of his two
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children Dee Devlin in
Instagram post
 

So that's how she
does it! Supermodel Elle
Macpherson, 56, reveals
the secrets to her age-
defying looks
Revealed the secrets to
her age-defying looks

Lea Michele proudly
displays her baby bump
in sporty ensemble
during a stroll around
Santa Monica with
husband Zandy Reich
The Glee star

Nearly nude! Tammy
Hembrow flaunts her
washboard abs in a
flesh-colored bikini as
she relaxes poolside at
her Gold Coast home in
Australia
 

Gavin Rossdale puts
his tattoo collection on
display as he enjoys a
shirtless stroll on the
beach in Malibu
His band Bush released
their eighth studio album

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley keeps it simple
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in black as she stocks
up on groceries from
Whole Foods

Kate Beckinsale, 47,
stuns in a black and
white bikini as she
lounges in hammock
alongside one of her
felines in honor of
International Cat Day
 

Just peachy! Iggy
Azalea sends pulses
racing as she shows off
her famous derrière
while lounging at home
in a tight orange dress  
 

Madonna reveals she
is writing a movie with
Academy Award-
winning Juno scribe
Diablo Cody but
remains coy about
subject matter

Jon Bon Jovi sells his
Palm Beach mansion
for $20 million on the
same day he seals the
deal on a new $43
million ocean-view
mansion 
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Kristin Cavallari
gushes over eldest son
Camden on his eighth
birthday and says: 'You
changed my life forever'
 

No house guests, no
church - but no face
masks in the Queen's
Balmoral Bubble as
local staff have isolated
for two weeks before
the Monarch's retreat
 

Yo-semite Sam is
Jewish: After Trump's
gaffe it emerges that
'roughest, toughest, he-
man stuffest hombre' is
named Samuel
Rosenbaum 
 

Megan Thee Stallion
oozes natural beauty as
she shows off stripped-
down glam look in
gorgeous selfies
 

Stella Maxwell flashes
her taut midriff in all-
white look as she goes
shopping with a friend
in LA during break from
quarantine

One of Epstein's sex
slaves claims 'massage
guru' introduced her to
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Ghislaine Maxwell
after the 'Lolita Express'
air hostess was
approached at a party
 

Zsa Zsa Gabor's
bizarre farewell tour of
Europe nearly four
years after her death - in
a gold urn carried by
her NINTH husband
 

Jeffrey Epstein's
secret British girlfriend
married a wealthy
Turkish tycoon before
suddenly 'disappearing'
from the New York party
scene
 

Lisa Rinna shields
herself from sun with a
straw hat and
sunglasses as she
takes a braless walk
through Studio City

Have Megan Blake
Irwin and Skeet Ulrich
SPLIT? Australian
model, 29, and
Riverdale star, 50,
unfollow each other on
Instagram 
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YouTuber Nikkie
Tutorials confirms she
and her fiancé were
robbed at gunpoint
inside their own home
in the Netherlands
 

Ghislaine Maxwell
trawled high-end art
galleries and auction
houses for pretty
'gallerinas' to meet
Jeffrey Epstein, claims
a former friend

Sarah Hyland and
Wells Adams mark the
day they were supposed
to get married with fun
photos: 'A couple, a
pandemic, & a
postponed wedding'
 

Halsey flaunts her
svelte figure and taut
tummy in a red python
print bikini while joking
that she's a 'snake in
the garden'
 

Jesse Tyler Ferguson
loads up on groceries
with husband Justin
Mikita... one month after
welcoming their son
Beckett Mercer
 

Bradley Cooper steps
out after flirty beach day
with pal Jennifer
Garner... as insiders say
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they've never been
more than friends
 

Vanessa Hudgens sets
pulses racing in a pale
blue bikini as she takes
a dip in the ocean
during her break on the
'paradise' beaches of
Turks and Caicos
 

Michelle Yeoh takes
TWO coronavirus tests
after landing in
Australia as she films
Marvel's Shang-Chi and
the Legend of the Ten
Rings

Kylie Minogue reveals
what it was like to film
her Say Something
video clip entirely in
front of a green screen
amid coronavirus
restrictions

Bill Maher leaves
former Clinton aide
speechless as he claims
'it's possible' that 'horny
guy' Bill could have set
foot on pedophile
Epstein's 'sex island' 
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Jordyn Woods puts
her iconic derrière on
display as she pampers
herself with lymphatic
drainage massage in
Beverly Hills

Witney Carson of
Dancing With The Stars
calls Kim Kardashian's
moves 'really rough'
while rating the dance
competition show's past
players
 

Selma Blair says she
could 'not stop smiling'
while riding her horse
as she battles multiple
sclerosis symptoms
 

Olivia Munn and
boyfriend Tucker
Roberts ended their
year-plus relationship
late LAST year 
 

Nick Jonas and
Priyanka Chopra show
off their adorable new
rescue puppy Panda:
'We're already in love'
Nick and Priyanka
welcomed a cute Husky

Brooklyn Beckham's
fiancée Nicola Peltz
drops hint they may
have MARRIED in secret
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as she shares a
cryptic snap of a gold
'wedding ring' on his
finger
 

In a crowded field, Jimi
Hendrix - who Marianne
Faithfull always
regretted turning down
for Mick Jagger - was
rock's number one
Lothario, says book 
.

Kanye West and
daughter North, seven,
join Put The Feeling On
viral dance craze...
during Caribbean family
trip to 'save' marriage to
Kim Kardashian
 

The children's author
CANCELED by her
publisher after backing
J.K. Rowling: GILLIAN
PHILIP tells how she
was left to fear for her
young readers 
 

Happy birthday,
Princess Beatrice! The
Queen leads well-
wishers for her
granddaughter as she
turns 32 
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Sofia Richie displays
her incredibly toned
midriff in tiny pink crop-
top and matching
shorts: 'Catch me
inside'
 

Charlize Theron gives
fans a rare glimpse at
daughters August and
Jackson... as she
celebrates her 45th
birthday with family via
Zoom
 

Jennifer Aniston
promises Friends
reunion will be 'even
more exciting and more
fun' after the special is
pushed back by HBO
Max until May 2021
 

Has Queen forgiven
governess who wrote
the original Royal tell-all
book? Novelist who's
studied her life, believes
there's been a twist 
 

Carole Baskin slams
Cardi B and Meg Thee
Stallion's WAP video for
filming with big cats
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saying: 'It glamorizes
the idea of rich people
having tigers as pets'
 

Brie Larson
encourages her fans to
register to vote while
striking a sultry pose in
her bathroom mirror
She took a different
approach

Shia LaBeouf looks
amped running on the
release day for his new
movie The Tax
Collector... amid debate
over if there is
'brownface' in the film
 

Romee Strijd stuns as
she shows off her bump
in a bikini while
reuniting with Victoria's
Secret pal Taylor Hill in
The Netherlands

Princess Diana
biographer Andrew
Morton says Meghan
Markle might have been
'frustrated' that she
wasn't able to answer
back to false claims
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Zoe Kravitz strikes out
at Hulu for a lack of
shows starring women
of color... as her series
High Fidelity is
canceled after one
season
 

Selena Gomez poses
with her beloved dogs
as she assures fans her
new Rare Beauty line
'will be 100% vegan and
cruelty-free'
 

Kate Bosworth
reunites with Blue
Crush costars Michelle
Rodriguez and Sanoe
Lake who say they're
'100 percent' down for a
sequel
 

Cardi B and Megan
Thee Stallion fans
launch petition for
'culture vulture' Kylie
Jenner cameo to be
removed from WAP
music video
 

Pregnant Hilaria
Baldwin, 36, displays
her baby bump in a chic
white cover-up as she
relaxes on the beach
with husband Alec, 62,
in the Hamptons
 

Bella Thorne shows off
her svelte summer body
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as she saunters
across the beach in her
bikini
Bella Thorne showed off
her svelte summer body
on her Instagram page

Orlando Bloom admits
his romance with
pregnant fiancée Katy
Perry has 'gone on its
own roller coaster of
ups and downs'

Cardi B appears to
praise rival Nicki Minaj's
'domination' of the
music industry... nearly
two years after THAT
infamous NYFW brawl
between the women
 

Nicole Kidman 'can't
wait' to introduce
viewers to her new
$100M series Nine
Perfect Strangers as
she shares a photo with
author Liane Moriarty
 

Food Network star
Duff Goldman and his
wife Johnna announce
they're expecting their
first child: 'Our biggest
adventure yet!' 
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Prince Charles has
been in 'regular contact
with Prince Harry to
provide emotional and
financial support'
despite being hurt by
book revelations 
 

Spain's Queen Letizia
and King Felipe are
seen for the first time
since ex-king Juan
Carlos fled amid
corruption scandal - as
they arrive in Mallorca
 

Rami Malek looks
dapper in a white short-
sleeved shirt and black
trousers as he enjoys a
night-time bike ride
through London

Georgia Tennant
playfully mocks her
husband David for
recording his podcast
NAKED as she shares
snap of him hiding
behind her 
 

Demi Lovato puts on a
leggy display in hot pink
as she double dates
with fiancé Max Ehrich
and pal Nikita Dragun in
Malibu

'Being super safe':
Shanina Shaik dons a
face mask and plastic
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gown to get her hair
cut and coloured at the
salon
 

'I thought they would
read it out of pity!'
Twilight author
Stephenie Meyer still
doesn't believe she
created a pop culture
phenomenon
 

'My boys are finally
back together!' Victoria
Beckham posts a heart-
warming photo of David
and her three sons as
they reunite for Miami
holiday
 

Katy Perry shows off
her sweet moves and
her baby bump while
dancing alongside car
as fiancé Orlando
Bloom drives in
hilarious video
 

Cara Delevingne's
mother Pandora opens
up on her battles with
heroin and mental
illness - and her 'wild'
supermodel daughter
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January Jones
swoons over LA
Clippers star and 'future
boyfriend' Kawhi
Leonard with flirtatious
Instagram post
 

Rita Ora puts on a
sizzling display in a
strapless coral bikini as
she jumps in a pool and
dances to her own song
amid her idyllic Ibiza
getaway
 

April Love Geary puts
on a leggy display in
black babydoll dress as
she goes grocery
shopping in Malibu
during break from
quarantine
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STORIES

Coronavirus Live Updates: Russia
Approves a Vaccine Before…
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Carmen Best, Seattle’s top cop,
emails resignation notice to…

See more versionsFox News · 7hrs ag

Unusual ‘Derecho’ Storms Rip
Through Midwest
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New Zealand reports first
coronavirus cases in 102 days:…
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Belarus election: Opposition
leader Tikhanovskaya fled 'for…
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